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ry2016-01-09T07:01:46.924+01:002016-01-09T07:01:46.924+01:00"Yeah, it sounds like the dream factory to
me!""Yeah, it sounds like the dream factory to me!"David Cooper've been doing some research and discovered
that...I've been doing some research and discovered that the sims are like a member of the "Cream of the Crop"

program. They were the first and best of the bunch. They must have been originally designed as part of a team of
around a dozen sims who each designed one of the faces for the "Cream of the Crop" catalog. If this theory is

correct, then they were one of the best. Then they were sent to the "Out of the Closet" crowd, and they went on to
design the next four generations of faces for the "Out of the Closet" crowd. Maybe they were good enough to be

considered part of the "Cream of the Crop" crowd, but they were in the "Out of the Closet" crowd, hence their ugly
faces. Maybe their ugly faces were just too ugly, because after the original "Cream of the Crop" team realized that

they had gone too far with the faces they had designed, they started over again and tried to design nicer faces for the
next generation. This whole idea seems kind of possible to me. I'll admit it's very strange, but it also could be the trut
h.Anonymousnoreply@blogger.comtag:blogger.com,1999:blog-1307886123754346697.post-2373643544950026602
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